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Abstract:
This study aimed to address the state of the art of marine diesel engines computer simulation models
and the main computer applications. There are simple models based on transfer function or more
complex models based on computational fluid dynamics. The models may be either implemented
through basic programming languages or simulated through dedicated packages of internal
combustion engine simulation. Owing to the recent interest to reduce the gas emission, dual-fuel
engines are increasingly being used as primary propulsion in merchant ships. In this context, a
simplified model of marine dual-fuel low-speed diesel engine has been developed. Through the
normalisation of specific fuel consumption and exhaust gas data, clear trends approachable by
polynomial curves or surfaces was revealed. Thus, by using the proposed model and knowing the
characteristics of an engine at its nominal maximum continuous rating, it is possible to predict the
engine operation in any design point on the engine layout diagram, even at part load. The maximum
deviations regarding the two simulated engines did not exceed -3.4%. Summarising, the developed
model is a simple and effective tool for optimising the selection of dual-fuel low-speed diesel engines
to be applied in ship propulsion systems.
1 – Introduction
The earliest engine models were based on
ideal (air standard) cycles (Heywood, 1988) and
are currently the most widely taught in
undergraduate courses. Although these were
very simplistic, they helped the engineers to
understand engine operation. The first of these
models is supposed to have been developed in
the late 1800s (Clerk, 1882).
On the other hand, internal combustion
engine simulations itself have been developed
and applied since the 1960s. It consists in
reproducing mathematically the significant
processes and predicting the performance and
operation details. In the beginning, the
simulations were fairly elementary and limited
by both computing capabilities and a lack of
knowledge concerning some key sub‐models.

Nowadays, many of these simulations contain
advanced and detailed sub‐models about fluid
mechanics, heat transfer, friction, combustion,
and chemical kinetics, being performed by
sophisticated computer programs (Caton,
2016).
The earliest works on compression-ignition
engines are perhaps due to McAulay et al.
(1965), as well as Krieger and Borman (1966).
Their simulations were fairly complete, but a
major weakness was the lack of a
comprehensive description of the complex
diesel engine combustion process.
The
development
of
engine
cycle
simulations is a challenging task largely
because of turbulent and unsteady flow, non‐
uniform mixture composition, highly exothermic
chemical reactions, two or three phase
compositions, as well as pollutant species. In

addition, the important time scales have a large
dynamic range of between 1 μs and 1 s, and
the important length scales range roughly
between 1 μm and 1 m.
According to Schulten (2005), five main
sorts of engine model might be recognised:
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models,
phenomenological multi-dimensional models,
crank angle models, mean value models and
transfer function models.
Within CFD engine models, which are the
most complexes, the volume studied is divided
in thousands of volumes or elements and the
basic conservation equations are solved for
each volume. Being usually used only for
processes occurring inside the cylinder and the
ducts of admission and discharge, this
modelling provides detailed information and
requires powerful computers, besides high
computational time. On the other hand, if the
cylinder is divided into a smaller number of
volumes (in the order of ten) and, additionally to
the
basic
conservation
equations,
phenomenological equations are solved, a
phenomenological multi-dimensional model is
obtained.
Crank angle models are also called zerodimensional (0-D) because these models do not
have a strict mathematical dependence on any
of the dimensions. It consists in treating each of
the various engine elements as a volume
control and solving the differential equations in
a time step equivalent to one degree of the
crankshaft rotation.
Nevertheless, whether an engine model is
inserted into a larger system, such as a
propulsion system, the variations that occur for
each crankshaft angle of rotation are generally
not of primary interest. In this case, overall
engine operating parameters are the focus and
can be obtained by using a mean value engine
model (MVEM). This model basically has the
same origin of the 0-D, but as its time step is in
the order of one crankshaft rotation, the
variation of each parameter within the cylinder
is replaced by a mean value.
Finally, when there is no interest at all in the
internal processes, the engine can be merely
represented by functions. This is the so-called
transfer function engine model (TFEM), which is
the simplest and fastest method.
The models may be implemented through
many scientific languages, such as FORTRAN,
MATLAB, C# and C++. Some simulation
dedicated packages may also be applied, for
instance:
CORAL,
CSMP, ACSL,
and
SIMULINK. Furthermore, dedicated softwares,
such as AVL BOOST, GT‐POWER and
VIRTUAL ENGINE, may be applied for engine
0-D simulations whilst multi‐dimensional

simulations may be performed through
CONVERGE, KIVA, OPENFOAM and so on
(Caton, 2016).
The most used ship engine within shipping is
the low-speed diesel engine and factors
influencing its selection can be classified into
two categories: technical aspects and financial
aspects. Noise, vibration, emissions, size,
weight and efficiency are only some examples
of the former whilst capital expenditures and
operational expenditures summarise the latter.
However, criteria designation is a highly difficult
problem due to the shortage of detailed
information about the performance and
particulars of many products.
The maritime industry has faced new
realities that are changing marine fuel
investment choices. Although vessels have
become cleaner, regulators, environmentalists
and health officials are still concerned about
pollutants near major coastal population
centres. Natural gas offers lower local pollution
emissions compared to distillate fuels and can
significantly reduce local pollutants from vessel
operations. Price differences between natural
gas and low-sulfur fuel oil suggest that an
economic advantage may favor natural gas. In
addition, natural gas infrastructure is growing,
making it more plausible to feed ships with
natural gas (Thomson et al., 2015). These are
some reasons why dual-fuel diesel engines
have become an attractive alternative.
Karim (2015) states that the term dual-fuel
describes compression ignition engines that
burn simultaneously two entirely different fuels
in varying proportions. In gas mode, these two
fuels are usually made up of a gaseous fuel,
which supplies much of the energy released
through combustion, and a second fuel, which
is a liquid employed mainly to provide the
energy needed for ignition and the remaining
fraction of the energy release by the engine. In
diesel mode these engines work as a
conventional diesel engine. Thus, this kind of
engine holds three types of specific fuel
consumption: specific pilot oil consumption
(SPOC) and specific gas consumption (SGC),
in gas mode, besides specific fuel oil
consumption (SFOC), in diesel mode.
Having regard to the scenery that has been
hereinbefore mentioned, the present study aims
to provide the state of the art about marine
diesel engine models as well as proposing a
simple and fast model to be used in
optimisation problems about marine dual-fuel
low-speed diesel engines. In order to avoid
consulting the catalogue data for every engine
every time the iterative process is carried out,
engine operational features were normalised
and trends were approximated by polynomials.

2 – State of the art
Next are summarised the main papers that
inspired the authors for the present work.
Benvenuto et al. (1994) presented a
simulation model to predict the behavior of a
marine propulsion system in permanent and
transient conditions. The engine model was
based on equations and tables and it was set
up in SIMULINK environment.
Kyrtatos et al. (1999) addressed a
propulsion plant simulation of a containership to
provide the engine performance in different
operating conditions. In this case, a low-speed
diesel engine was applied and it was
approached by 0-D modelling.
Michalski (2007) performed an algorithmic
method for determining optimum values of
propulsion system parameters in cases where
hull resistance and service speed of the ship
significantly varies during operation. In this
case, the engine was modelled simply as a
constant specific fuel consumption figure.
Theotokatos (2007) simulated the propulsion
plant of a merchant ship in permanent and
transient conditions to predict the interaction
between the ship and its propulsion
subsystems. A MVEM was applied to model the
low-speed diesel engine and the problem was
solved through SIMULINK. One year later,
Theotokatos (2008) presented a comparison of
its results against reference data and validated
his model.
Medica et al. (2009) carried out a model for
computer simulation of marine low-speed diesel
engine focused on situations where the turbo
charger is under severe conditions. A 0-D
model with two-zones combustion was utilised
and the problem was solved in the SIMULINK
environment.
Aldous and Smith (2012) investigated the
optimum speed in two natural gas carriers. One
of the vessels was equipped with a mediumspeed dual-fuel diesel engine and electric
transmission whilst the other was equipped with
a low-speed dual-fuel diesel engine directly
driving the propeller. Both engines were
simulated using data from catalogues.
Baldi et al. (2015) developed a modular
simulation model in SIMULINK environment for
large medium-speed marine diesel engines. It
was combined MVEM and 0-D model in order
to keep the specific advantages of each
approach.
Theotokatos et al. (2016) performed a
numerical study of a marine dual-fuel fourstroke engine through a GT-POWER model. An
investigation of the engine steady-state
performance and exhaust emissions was
carried out at the engine discrete operating
modes (diesel and dual-fuel).

It is worth to notice that all models
mentioned must be calibrated for each single
engine, such that they are not suitable for
iterative procedures as optimisation, for
instance.
Only
two
papers
presented
optimisation studies, being that Michalski
(2007) modelled the engine as a constant
specific fuel consumption figure whilst Aldous
and Smith (2012) utilised catalogues data
without trying different engines. Therefore, none
of the studies addressed the optimisation of
engine selection. Thus, the contribution of the
present work is highlighted, that is, the
development of a simple and fast engine model
to be used in optimisation problems.
3 – Methodology
Hereinafter it is explained the main steps to
obtain the suitable engines and their
operational features. Hence, some algorithms
were implemented in MATLAB environment.
Owing to the data availability of the
Computerised Engine Application System Engine Room Dimensioning (CEAS-ERD), only
engines provided by MAN Diesel & Turbo and
covered by this application were studied (MAN
Diesel & Turbo, 2015). Lower heating value has
been taken as 42.7 MJ/kg and 50 MJ/kg for
liquid fuel and gaseous fuel, respectively.
Although engine type designation refers to
the number of cylinders, stroke/bore ratio,
diameter of piston, engine concept, mark
number, fuel injection concept and Tier III
technology, herein narrow engine configurations
are studied. Since all the addressed engines
are not equipped with Tier III technology, they
are of the same fuel injection concept (GI) and
engine concept (ME-C); these appointments
are not always repeated. Furthermore, ISO
ambient conditions and standard configurations
were taken, as well as fuel sulphur content of
3.5% was assumed.
3.1 – Determination of suitable engines
The first step on engine selection is to place
the specified maximum continuous rating
(SMCR) point on the engine layout diagram
programme to identify which engines are able
to supply the required power and speed. Engine
layout diagram is an envelope that defines the
area where nominal maximum firing pressure is
available for the selection of the SMCR. It is
limited by two lines of constant mean effective
pressure (MEP), L1-L3 and L2-L4, and by two
constant engine speed lines, L1-L2 and L3-L4.
Figure 1 illustrates the engine layout diagram of
the engine 10S90ME-C9.5-GI, as well as the
points
SMCR
and
nominal
maximum

continuous rating (NMCR), which is the same
as L1.
In order to cover the entire capacity of the
engines, L1 and L3 corresponds to the
maximum number of cylinders whilst L2 and L4
corresponds to the minimum of cylinders.
Figure 2 shows the layout of the engine
programme considered in this study and a
SMCR of brake power (PB) equal to 50 MW and
engine speed (ne) of 75 rpm.

of every engine were analysed. Hence, the
CEAS-ERD was run four times for every of the
sixteen engines totalising sixty-four runs.
Considering propeller law with loads between
10 to 100% of SMCR, this application supplies
a table with specific fuel consumption in g/kWh,
exhaust gas mass flow in kg/s, mixed exhaust
gas temperature after turbocharger in °C, and a
guiding steam production capacity of an
exhaust gas boiler at 7.0 bara in kg/h.
Firstly, exhaust gas data were divided by
brake power to obtain specific mass flow
(SMF), in kg/kWh, and specific temperature
(ST), in °C/MW, as stated in Eq. (1) and (2),
respectively. Then, all operational features at
SMCR were divided by themselves at NMCR to
obtain normalised specific fuel consumptions
(SFOCN, SGCN, SPOCN) and normalised
specific exhaust gas data (SMFN and STN)
regarding NMCR. Equation (3) illustrates this
procedure about SFOCN.
SMF i j k =

Figure 1 – Engine layout diagram of the engine
10S90ME-C9.5-GI (adapted from MAN Diesel &
Turbo, 2015).

ST i j k =

MF i j k
⋅3600
PB,i j k

Tijk
⋅1000
PB ,i jk

SFOC N , jk =

Figure 2 – Engine layout diagrams of dual-fuel
low-speed diesel engines.
All necessary information to plot the engine
layout diagrams are present in Tab. 1. The
power per cylinder on the four points (P Bc,L1,
PBc,L2, PBc,L3 and PBc,L4), speed limits (ne,min and
ne,max), and limitations on the number of
cylinders (cmin and cmax) are considered. As it
may be noticed, only engines of type G (green
ultra long stroke) and S (super long stroke)
were studied.
3.2 – Specific fuel consumption at SMCR
Since specific fuel consumption at SMCR
depends on its position on the engine layout
diagram, the SMCR was placed on the points
L1, L2, L3 and L4 and the operational features

SFOC SMCR , jk
SFOC NMCR , k

(1)

(2)

(3)

Where PB is brake power [kW]; the index i
varies between 1 and 19 representing engine
loads between 10 to 100% with a step of 5% of
the SMCR; j varies between 1 and 4
representing the SMCR position (L1, L2, L3 and
L4) and k varies between 1 and 16 representing
the engines.
Polynomial surfaces about normalised
specific fuel consumptions and their percentual
errors are illustrated in Fig. 3, 4 and 5, whilst
normalised exhaust gas polynomial surfaces
and percentual errors are shown in Fig. 6 and
7. As illustrated, specific fuel consumptions vary
almost linearly with respect to normalised mean
effective pressure (MEPN) and are practically
not influenced by normalised speed (nN), hence
they could be approached with plans. In
contrast, exhaust gas features vary with respect
to both MEPN and nN, such that plans are not
the best approach. Even though specific fuel
consumptions differ in gas and diesel modes,
exhaust gas features are quite similar, such that
only one trend of SMFN and STN are shown
herein. Moreover, it is important to notice that
either engines of type G or S did not present
substantial differences, such that they were
analysed together.

Table 1 – Available ME-GI dual-fuel low-speed engines and their particulars to chart the layout
diagrams.
Engine
G95-9.5
G90-10.5
S90-10.5
S90-9.5
G80-9.5
S80-9.5
G70-9.5
S70-8.5
S65-8.5
G60-9.5
S60-8.5
G50-9.5
S50-9.5
S50-8.5
G45-9.5
G40-9.5

PBc,L1
[kW/cyl]

PBc,L2
[kW/cyl]

PBc,L3
[kW/cyl]

PBc,L4
[kW/cyl]

ne,min
[rpm]

ne,max
[rpm]

cmin
[-]

cmax
[-]

6870
6240
6100
5810
4710
4510
3640
3270
2870
2680
2380
1720
1780
1660
1390
1100

5170
4670
4880
4650
3550
3610
2740
2610
2290
2010
1900
1290
1420
1330
1045
825

6010
5350
5230
4700
3800
4160
2720
2620
2330
1990
1900
1360
1350
1340
1090
870

4520
4010
4180
3760
2860
3330
2050
2100
1860
1500
1520
1020
1080
1070
820
655

70
72
72
68
58
72
62
73
77
72
84
79
89
102
87
99

80
84
84
84
72
78
83
91
95
97
105
100
117
127
111
125

5
5
5
5
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

12
12
12
12
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
8
8

Figure 3 shows specific fuel oil consumption
at SMCR normalised with respect to NMCR
(SFOCN) and the percentual errors about the
fitted plan surface. It draws attention the fact
that the two largest deviations are around 1.4%,
whilst all others do not even reach 0.3%. This is
due to the engine G40ME-C9.5-GI, which is the
only standard fitted with conventional
turbocharger instead of high efficiency
turbocharger. On the other hand, the error
regarding SPOCN peaks at 1.8% and its
average is comparably higher, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. Just as the SFOC N, Fig. 5 shows that
SGCN presents only two increased deviations
not above 1.5% and the others not reach 0.3%,
which is also due to the engine G40ME-C9.5GI.

Figure 4 – Polynomial surface of SPOCN and
percentual error versus MEPN and nN.

Figure 3 – Polynomial surface of SFOCN and
percentual error versus MEPN and nN.

Figure 5 – Polynomial surface of SGCN and
percentual error versus MEPN and nN.

Figure 6 shows specific mass flow of
exhaust gas at SMCR normalised with respect
to NMCR (SMFN) and the percentual errors
about the fitted surface. In this case, only minor
deviations are noticed, peaking at about 0.2%.
Similarly, the largest deviation regarding STN is
under 0.7%, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 6 – Exhaust gas polynomial surface of
SMFN and percentual error versus MEPN and nN.

j varies between 1 and 4 representing the
SMCR position and k varies between 1 and 16
representing the engines.
Then, polynomial curves about normalised
specific fuel consumptions and their percentual
errors, as illustrated in Fig. 8, 9 and 10, were
achieved as function of brake power given in
percentage of SMCR (engine load). Meanwhile,
normalised exhaust gas polynomial curves and
percentual errors are shown in Fig. 11 and 12.
Figure 8 shows that the specific fuel oil
consumption normalised with respect to SMCR
(SFOCS) presented a minimum value for engine
load of 70%. Although there are sixty-four
datasets, they are mostly superimposed such
that there are basically four data streams for
brake power bellow 70% of SMCR. Moreover,
the mismatches rise as engine load decreases
such a way that the greatest is 1.8% for 10% of
SMCR. Differently, SPOCS grows steadily as
load declines and its error is quite dispersed
with a maximum about 1.9% for load of 80%, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. Meanwhile, four
polynomials were needed to approximate more
accurately the behaviour of SGCS that also
presented a global minimum for 70% of SMCR,
as shown in Fig. 10. Even so, two data streams
stand out and the deviation peaks at -3.3%,
whilst all the others reach at most -1.3%. This is
again due to engine G40ME-C9.5-GI, which is
the only fitted with conventional turbocharger.
In order to approach specific exhaust gas
mass flow and temperature normalised with
respect to SMCR (SMFS and STS), three
polynomials were applied, as shown in Fig. 11
and 12. In both cases the widest percentual
errors happened for lower loading conditions,
such that it was 1.5% for 20% load and 5.4%
for 10% load, respectively about SMFS and STS.

Figure 7 – Exhaust gas polynomial surface of
STN and percentual error versus MEPN and nN.
3.3 – Specific fuel consumption at part load
In this case, after obtaining specific
operational features, all of them in different
engine loads were divided by themselves at
SMCR to obtain the normalised specific fuel
consumptions (SFOCS, SGCS, SPOCS) and the
normalised specific exhaust gas data (SMF S
and STS) regarding SMCR. Equation (4)
exemplifies this procedure about SFOCS.
SFOC S , i j k =

SFOC i j k
SFOC SMCR , j k

(4)

Where the index i varies between 1 and 19
representing engine loads between 10 to 100%;

Figure 8 – Polynomial curve of SFOCS and
percentual error versus load.

Figure 9 – Polynomial curve of SPOCS and
percentual error versus load.

Figure 12 – Polynomial curve of SGCS and
percentual error versus load.
3.4 – Computation procedure
Since polynomials SFOCN and SFOCS have
been achieved and NMCR features are known,
specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) may be
evaluated for either engine, SMCR or load, with
the following equation:
SFOC =SFOC NMCR⋅SFOC N⋅SFOC S

(5)

Where the polynomial surface SFOCN is a
function of MEPN and nN, as well as the
polynomial curve SFOCS is a function of engine
load in % of SMCR. Furthermore, as it has
been asserted hereinbefore, MEPN and nN are
calculated as follows:
Figure 10 – Polynomial curve of SGCS and
percentual error versus load.

nN =

nSMCR
nNMCR

MEP N =

MEP SMCR
MEP NMCR

(6)

(7)

As stated by Woud and Stapersma (2013),
mean effective pressure may be written as in
Eq. (8). Since number of cylinders (c),
revolutions of crankshaft per complete working
cycle (r) and cylinder swept volume (VS) are
engine constants, MEPN could also be written
as in Eq. (9). Hence, nN and MEPN could be
calculated with support of Tab. 1.
MEP=

Figure 11 – Polynomial curve of SGCS and
percentual error versus load.

r PB
⋅
c⋅V S n e

MEP N =

P SMCR nNMCR
⋅
nSMCR P NMCR

(8)

(9)

Analogously, SPOC and SGC may be
calculated.
Nevertheless, the procedure to evaluate
exhaust gas data is a bit different because
these were formerly converted into specific
variables (divided by brake power). Thus, it is
needed to consider the brake power at SMCR
(PSMCR) and the load fraction (fSMCR). Equation
(10) illustrates how exhaust gas mass flow (MF)
can be calculated.
MF=SMF NMCR⋅SMF N⋅SMF S⋅P SMCR⋅f SMCR

(10)

Analogously, exhaust gas temperature (T) may
be calculated.
In order to implement the model, it is thereby
necessary to possess only the specific features
at NMCR in gas and diesel operational mode
for every engine, besides the polynomials.
Thus, Tab. 2 presents SPOC, SGC, SMF and
ST for every engine operating in gas mode, as
well as SFOC, SMF and ST for diesel mode.
Moreover, Tab. 3 supplies the coefficients (p) for
every polynomial surface, which was formulated
as in Eq. (11), whilst Tab. 4 is about the
polynomial curves, which was formulated as in
Eq. (12).
2

z= p00 + p10 x+ p 01 y+ p20 x + p11 x y+ p02 y

2

against catalogue data (CEAS-ERD). Once the
polynomials were reached considering SMCR
on L1, L2, L3 and L4, it is necessary to
investigate the model accuracy in intermediate
points. Therefore, SMCR was additionally
placed on the centre of the engine layout
diagram (LC), such that the engine 8G70MEC9.5-GI was examined for 22.3 MW and 73
rpm, as well as the engine 8S70ME-C8.5-GI
was examined for 21.1 MW and 82 rpm.
Figure 13 and 14 show fuel consumption
polynomials and catalogue data in diesel and
gas mode of the engines 8G70ME-C9.5-GI and
8S70ME-C8.5-GI, respectively. It is noticeable
that the model is able to predict the behaviour
of specific fuel consumptions with only minor
mismatches, even when SMCR is on LC.
Comparably, the model is also able to predict
the behaviour of exhaust gas for both engines,
as illustrated in Fig. 15 and 16. Although
exhaust gas mass flow coincides in diesel and
gas mode (MF and Mfg), temperature in gas
mode (Tg) presents an almost constant drop
with respect to diesel mode (T).

(11)

Where z represents SPOCN, SGCN, SFOCN,
SMFN and STN, x is nN and y is MEPN.
2

3

4

8

y= p 0 +p1 x+ p 2 x + p3 x + p 4 x +...+ p 8 x

(12)

Where y represents SPOCS, SGCS, SFOCS,
SMFS and STS, and x is engine load. Once
every fitted curve was obtained by using
centering and scaling transformation to improve
the numerical properties of both the polynomial
and the fitting algorithm, x is normalised by the
mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) given in
Tab. 4 (MathWorks, 2016).
Since some datasets were approached
through more than one polynomial, letters “a”,
“b” and “c” in Tab. 4 indicates the load range (%
of SMCR) where the polynomial is suitable.
Regarding SGCN, letters indicate ranges from
80 to 100%, 35 to 75% and 10 to 35%,
respectively. About SMFN and STN, “a” indicates
a range from 35 to 100% and “b” from 10 to
30%. In addition, Intervals not covered by
polynomials could be approximated through
linear interpolation.
4 – Results and discussions
Two engines of intermediary NMCR were
simulated and the results were compared

Figure 13 – Fuel consumption polynomials and
catalogue data of the engine 8G70ME-C9.5-GI.

Figure 14 – Fuel consumption polynomials and
catalogue data of the engine 8S70ME-C8.5-GI.

Table 2 – Specific features at NMCR for gas and diesel mode.
Gas mode
Diesel mode
Engine

SPOC
[g/kWh]

SGC
[g/kWh]

SMF
[kg/kWh]

ST
[°C/MW]

SFOC
[g/kWh]

SMF
[kg/kWh]

ST
[°C/MW]

5.0
4.9
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.1
5.1
5.2

136.7
135.9
136.7
136.7
136.7
136.7
137.5
139.2
139.2
137.5
139.2
138.3
139.2
140.0
140.0
144.1

7.943
7.942
7.943
8.040
7.745
8.239
7.739
8.243
8.639
7.942
8.641
7.744
7.640
8.651
7.640
7.364

2.863
3.152
3.224
3.385
5.567
5.814
7.933
8.830
10.06
10.77
12.13
14.92
14.42
15.46
21.22
29.09

166.0
165.0
166.0
166.0
166.0
166.0
167.0
169.0
169.0
167.0
169.0
168.0
169.0
170.0
170.0
175.0

7.965
7.966
7.967
8.065
7.762
8.266
7.764
8.271
8.671
7.959
8.660
7.767
7.663
8.675
7.673
7.364

2.911
3.205
3.279
3.442
5.662
5.913
8.070
8.983
10.24
10.96
12.34
15.18
14.67
15.73
21.58
29.55

G95-9.5
G90-10.5
S90-10.5
S90-9.5
G80-9.5
S80-9.5
G70-9.5
S70-8.5
S65-8.5
G60-9.5
S60-8.5
G50-9.5
S50-9.5
S50-8.5
G45-9.5
G40-9.5

NMCR: nominal maximum continuous rating; SFOC: specific fuel oil consumption; SGC: specific gas
consumption; SMF: specific mass flow of exhaust gas; SPOC:specific pilot oil consumption; ST: specific
temperature of exhaust gas;

Coefficients
p00
p10
p01
p20
p11
p02

Table 3 – Coefficients of the polynomial surfaces.
SPOCN
SGCN
SFOCN
SMFN
2.297
-0.003505
-1.295
0
0
0

0.7858
-0.0003174
0.2143
0
0
0

0.8326
-0.0004246
0.1675
0
0
0

STN

1.118
-0.3700
0.1291
0.1533
-0.03078
0

7.320
-5.328
-5.883
1.552
1.548
1.791

Subscript “N” indicates that variable was normalised with respect to NMCR.

Coeff.

SPOCS

p0·10³
p1·10³
p2·10³
p3·10³
p4·10³
p5·10³
p6·10³
p7·10³
p8·10³
μ
σ

1485
-486
255.6
-133.9
-46.64
35.38
49.72
-26.17
0
55.00
27.39

Table 4 – Coefficients of the polynomial curves.
SGCS
SMFS
SFOCS
a
b
c
a
b
984.1
9.381
1.295
0
0
0
0
0
0
90.00
7.082

956.8
-8.131
2.578
1.244
0
0
0
0
0
55.00
12.92

973.6
-8.866
4.834
0
0
0
0
0
0
22.50
8.550

991.1
-37.61
15.05
20.71
-1.715
-10.17
2.932
0.7298
-0.1642
55.00
27.39

1117
-72.29
-4.884
3.002
0
0
0
0
0
67.50
20.16

1564
-167.1
73.82
-56.51
34.01
0
0
0
0
20.00
7.077

STS
a

b

1357
-443.1
205.3
-69.99
25.05
-4.821
0
0
0
67.50
20.16

4596
-1349
169.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
20.00
7.077

Letters “a”, “b” and “c” indicates load range where the polynomial is suitable; subscript “S” indicates that variable
was normalised with respect to SMCR; μ and σ indicates respectively mean and standard deviation of the load
range where the polynomial is suitable.

8S70ME-C8.5-GI holds the highest SGCe and
MFe, which are around -1.1 and 0.6%, as well
as happen when SMCR is on L2 and LC,
respectively (Fig. 20)

Figure 15 – Exhaust gas polynomials and
catalogue data of the engine 8G70ME-C9.5-GI.

Figure 17 – Polynomial errors regarding the
engine 8G70ME-C9.5-GI in diesel mode.

Figure 16 – Exhaust gas polynomials and
catalogue data of the engine 8S70ME-C8.5-GI.
Figure 17 and 18 illustrate the percentual
errors of the model in diesel mode for the
engines 8G70ME-C9.5-GI and 8S70ME-C8.5GI, respectively. The largest deviations about
specific fuel oil consumption (SFOCe) and
exhaust gas temperature (Te) occurs for the
engine 8G70ME-C9.5-GI when load is 10%.
The first is approximately 1.6% when SMCR is
either on L2 or L4, and the second is -2.4%
when SMCR is on L3, as shown in Fig. 17.
Otherwise, 8S70ME-C8.5-GI holds the highest
exhaust gas mass flow error (MF e), which also
come about 10% load, for SMCR on L3, and
accounts for -0.6% (Fig. 18).
Finally, Fig. 19 and 20 illustrate the
percentual errors of the model in gas mode.
The biggest errors about specific gas
consumption (SGCe), exhaust gas mass flow
(Mfe) and temperature (Te) occur for 10% of
SMCR whilst the greatest deviation regarding
specific pilot oil consumption (SPOCe) takes
place when engine load is 95%. The engine
8G70ME-C9.5-GI holds the highest SPOC e and
Te, which are around -2.5 and -3.4%, as well as
happen when SMCR is on LC and L3,
respectively (Fig. 19). On the other hand,

Figure 18 – Polynomial errors regarding the
engine 8S70ME-C8.5-GI in diesel mode.
Summarising, the majority of the biggest
deviations occurred for brake power equivalent
to 10% of SMCR and they did not exceed -3.4%
even when SMCR was placed on the centre of
the layout diagram.

Finally, the results' assessment revealed that
the model was not only capable to represent
adequately the behaviour of the variables but
also presented slight percentual errors. The
majority of the biggest deviations regarding the
two simulated engines occurred for engine load
of 10% and they did not exceed -3.4%, even
when specified maximum continuous rating was
placed on the centre of the layout diagram.
Having this figure as quite acceptable, the
model may be utilised successfully when one is
interested in exhaust gas mass flow and
temperature, as well as specific fuel
consumptions.
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